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How to reach IPSP2018 venues
Event venue
IPSP2018 will take place at the "Polo Scientifico e Tecnologico Fabio Ferrari" building of the University of Trento (Povo 1 and Povo 2 buildings - via
Sommarive 5 and 9, Povo, Trento) and at the Department of Physics (Povo 0
building, Laboratories - via Sommarive 14, Povo, Trento).
The three buildings are located in Povo, on the eastern district of the city of
Trento.

How to reach Trento
By train

There are two railway lines to arrive in Trento:
 the Brennero line (from Rome to Innsbruck)
 the Valsugana line (from Venice to Trento); for those who come from Venice it is recommended to take the Venice - Verona route and then (using the
Brennero line) Verona – Trento, since it is faster.
For more information, please visit the Trenitalia website (Italian State Railways Group).
By car

To reach Trento by car you can take:
 the State Road of Abetone and Brennero (SS12)
 the Brennero Motorway (A22, from Modena to the Brennero), Trento Sud
exit
 the Valsugana Superstrada (SS47), for those coming from Venice
 the State Road of Gardesana Occidentale (SS45 bis), for those coming from
Brescia
By airplane

You can get to Trento from these main airports:
 Verona Catullo (90 km from Trento)
 Venezia Marco Polo (195 km from Trento)
 Milano Linate (245 km from Trento)
 Milano Malpensa (300 km fom Trento)
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How to get around Trento
Trento has an excellent urban transport service, managed by Trentino Trasporti Spa
For the taxi service contact the number (+39) 0461 930002.

How to reach Povo, the IPSP2018 venue
You can get to the IPSP2018 venue (Povo):
by bus No. 5: (every 20 minutes) from the main railway station (Piazza Dante), get off at the stop called "Povo Facoltà di Scienze" (via Castel di Pietrapiana, Povo); the journey takes about 15 minutes. Travel tickets must be purchased before boarding the bus (they are also available on the bus at a higher
price) and must be validated on the bus. You can also download the app
“OpenMove” to buy electronic bus tickets
by bus No. 5/ (five slash): (with a limited number of trips) from the main
railway station (Piazza Dante), from 07:53 to 09:54, get off at the stop
called “Povo Polo scientifico est” (via Sommarive, Povo); the journey
takes about 15 minutes. Travel tickets must be purchased before boarding the
bus (they are also available on the bus at a higher price) and must be validated on the bus
by train: Valsugana line, from Venice towards Trento, "Mesiano-Povo" stop;
from the train station of Trento (Piazza Dante) towards Venice "Mesiano-Povo”
stop
by car: for those wishing to reach the IPSP2018 venue from Trento, coming
from the motorway, we recommend the Trento Sud exit, at the first roundabout follow the direction of Padova and then Villazzano, Mesiano, Povo (about
8 km); for those coming from Padova along SS47 (Valsugana State Road), it is
advisable to follow the signs for Trento Est (paying particular attention to the
signs near the new tunnels) and then to San Donà, Povo

YOU CAN ALSO CONSULT THE DYNAMIC MAP WITH IPSP2018 VENUES
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